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Multiple Choice Reading Questions

LESSON 7
Read this story about a frightening experience that June and her family had.
Then answer questions about the story. Choose the best answer for
Numbers 1 to 12.

The Haboob
In an instant, the horizon disappeared, and in its place there appeared
a brown wall of sand that was rolling across the desert toward us.
“Haboob!” I screamed and pointed as the wind whipped the words from
my mouth. “The haboob is coming!”
My two older brothers, my parents and I scurried into the tent that
we had just tied down as securely as we could. Once zipped inside the
tent, we frantically set to work running wide strips of tape along all the
tent’s seams. A haboob is a fierce summer wind that whips the southern
Sahara into a storm of sand that can rise hundreds of metres into the
air. The wind of this haboob was so intense that gusting fine sand could
filter through even the tiniest hole in a seam’s stitching.
My father, an archaeologist here in Sudan, checked that his journals,
maps and all the bits of pottery discovered so far were all secure in a
massive black case. Then we all huddled together with our backs against
the case as the storm slammed against the tent. The fabric stretched
and shook as gusts of wind grabbed at it like giant fists; but, as long
as the tent pegs remained secure, my father assured us, then there was
little need for worry. But I worried anyway. If one of those tent pegs
came loose, then that corner of the tent would lift. It would be too
dangerous for any of us to go out in the storm to bang the pegs back in,
and without the securing pegs, the haboob could lift our tent and roll it
around like a beach ball.
For almost two hours, the winds raged like thunder. The tent went
from dark to darker as drifts of sand built up outside on the side of the
tent that was sheltered from the
wind’s blasts. Then, as quickly as it
had appeared, the haboob disappeared.
The quiet almost hurt my ears at
first. My father cautiously opened the
tent flap and gave the sign that all
was clear. We had survived the storm.
My family and I hurried outside to
check to see if everyone else in the
party had come through the storm as
well as we, thankfully, had.
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 FIND IT 

 CONNECT IT 

1.

June said that haboobs happen in the
 winter.
 summer.
 spring
 autumn.

4.

Why did June’s family put tape on the
tent’s seams?
 They needed to fix the ripped seams.
 The sand rose hundreds of metres
in the air.
 They needed to protect the pottery
in the trunk.
 So that gusts of fine sand would
not filter through the stitching.

2.

What was June’s father’s job?
 a tent maker
 a pottery maker
 an archaeologist
 a writer

5.

These boxes show why the tent’s pegs
needed to be secure.
Cause
Effect
Tent pegs
come loose
during a
haboob.
What belongs in the empty box,
telling the effect?
 Fine sand can get into tents.
 People go out and bang the pegs
back in.
 Tents can lift up and roll around.
 The haboob will disappear.

3.

20

How long did the wind rage?
 almost two hours
 exactly two hours
 more than two hours
 all night

6.

Which of these did the family do after
the haboob had disappeared?
 They put tape on the tent seams to
prevent sand from filtering through.
 They checked that the massive black
trunk was secure.
 They checked to see that everyone
else in the party had survived
the storm.
 They shovelled away the sand that
had drifted up against the tent.
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LESSON 8
Read this article about the famous playwright, William Shakespeare, and his work. Then
answer questions about the article. Choose the best answer for Numbers 1 to 12.

The Shakespeare Mystery
William Shakespeare is probably the most famous writer in the
English language. His plays are still read and performed today, four
hundred years after they were written. He is the greatest writer ever.
William Shakespeare wrote 38 plays, 154 sonnets and many poems
that we know of. We mainly remember him for his plays. These fall
into three main categories. The first are the comedies. These are not
comedies in the way we think of them today. In fact people are often
disappointed that Shakespeare’s comedies aren’t really funny. They
have a light-hearted tone and an ending where everything works out
for most of the characters. Often this meant everyone getting married.
They are very different to Shakespeare’s tragedies. These were dark
stories where the main character is someone with a fatal flaw who
brings about their own destruction, and usually that of those they love
as well. Unlike the comedies, tragedies often end with everyone dead.
The histories were stories of famous people from history. Most of these
were about English kings. Shakespeare did most of his work between
1590 and 1613. Many of his later works were tragedies. It was here
that Shakespeare made a giant leap from his early work. Many people
think these were his best plays.
Shakespeare’s work was popular during his lifetime. Most of his
plays were first published together by his friends in 1623, seven years
after he died. Most versions of his work today are based on this. But
Shakespeare didn’t become the megastar of English literature until
the 19th century. He would only get more popular as time went
on. In the 20th century, new technologies like the movies and radio
brought his work to bigger audiences in new and exciting ways.
Shakespeare’s work is so amazing that many people have
wondered if one man could have written it all solo. Some believe that
someone with such a “common” education couldn’t have known all
the things he put into his plays. This meant the knowledge of history,
different languages and European cities he had never been to. They
believe the work was done by someone else or a group of people. It’s
true that we don’t really know much about William Shakespeare. All
we know is that if people are still reading in four hundred years, they
will probably still read Shakespeare.
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1.

How are Shakespeare’s tragedies
different from the comedies?
 Everyone gets married at the start.
 They were all published before
he died.
 Often everyone dies at the end.
 There are no marriages in them.

4.

What is the main idea of the last
paragraph?
 We don’t know much about
Shakespeare.
 People in the future will probably
like Shakespeare more than we
do today.
 Shakespeare must have read a lot.
 Some people think that just one
person couldn’t have written all of
Shakespeare’s plays.

2.

What happened seven years after
Shakespeare died?
 His plays were first published
together.
 He finished Hamlet.
 People started putting his plays
on as movies and on the radio.
 The other people who used his
name stopped writing.

5.

Which is the best summary of William
Shakespeare’s accomplishments?
 William Shakespeare wrote plays that
are still performed four hundred
years later, all over the world, and
is probably about the most famous
writer ever.
 William Shakespeare wrote
tragedies that were quite different
to his comedies.
 Shakespeare’s poems weren’t as
popular as his plays.
 William Shakespeare probably had
more than one name.

3.

What is the meaning of the word solo
in the article?
 “low”
 “solid”
 “together”
 “alone”

6.

These boxes show important events
in the history of flight.

1590–1613:
William
Shakespeare
writes most of
his work.

19th century:
Shakespeare
becomes the
megastar of
English literature.

What belongs in the empty box?
 1623: Shakespeare’s plays are
published together.
 1616: Shakespeare dies
 20th century: Radio and movies
bring Shakespeare’s plays to huge
audiences in new and exciting ways.
 2416: People still love to read
Shakespeare.
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